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A B S T R A C T  

The present study simulates Invelox in a three-dimensional and stable way. The flow regime is 
turbulent flow and an unorganized grid with 350000 cells was utilized. This work has studied 
the modeling of Invelox with conventional dimensions and four different sizes in the form of 
four modes for use in a residential building. The numerical data with an error of less than 6% 
are in good agreement with the available experimental and analytical data. The results show 
that considering the average velocity of mode 2 with a velocity of 6.54 m/s and a 5% difference 
from the other two modes, it can be operated in a residential building. It is worth noting that in 
this investigation, in addition, the effect of dust on the turbine performance was evaluated. The 
results represent that the oscillation frequency of the blades increases with the increase of the 
rotational speed. In the case of not considering dust particles on blades, this amount increases 
by 25%, while considering dust particles with an amount of 0.1%, it increases up to 300%, and 
this can cause irreparable damage to the turbine as well as the power generation system. 

doi: 10.5829/ijee.2024.15.01.05

NOMENCLATURE 

A Area (m2) u Velocity x-component (m/s) 

B Bulck forces (N) ū The mean value of velocity 

D Diameter(m) uʹ Fluctuations 

p Pressure (Pa) v Velocity y-component (m/s) 

Q Flow rate (m3/s) w Velocity w-component (m/s) 

R Radius (m) Greek symbols  

t Time (s)   Density (kg/m3) 

 

 

INTRODUCTION1 
 

The use of energy has increased significantly in the world 

so fossil energy sources will no longer be the answer to 

the world's energy for evolution, development, and 

survival in the coming centuries. Favorable 

environmental conditions in buildings are due to 

excessive energy consumption in buildings compared to 

other sectors; it is of particular importance by reducing 

fuel consumption, increasing the quality of construction, 

and buildings, and most importantly, reducing fossil fuel 

consumption; our main goal is to optimize consumption. 

 
*Corresponding Author Email: mohadesehbagheriaf@gmail.com  

  (M. Bagheri) 

Energy in the building is in charge. Wind turbines in hot 

and dry and hot and humid areas can provide natural 

ventilation and passive cooling, which are used a lot in 

the countries of the Middle East region. In the distant past, 

windmills that worked with wind energy were used. The 

most important arrangements made in Iranian architecture 

for wind energy included windmills, reservoirs, 

windmills, and shabadan. Today, wind energy is used to 

rotate electricity turbines and produce electricity, the cost 

of electricity produced by wind turbines is zero, except 

for the cost of maintenance. The wind is an extensive 

source of energy and the cost of using wind power is very 
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low, and since wind turbines are located near the place of 

consumption, they reduce operating costs and network 

losses. Wind turbines' main problems include production 

uncertainty [1, 2]. 

Many experimental and numerical works have been 

done in connection with this issue. For example, 

Göltenbott et al. [3] used multiple rotors instead of one 

rotor in a channel, and this significantly increased turbine 

performance. In such a way, the power increased, and 

compared to one rotor, it increased up to 5% for two 

rotors and up to 9% for three rotors. In 2018, Gavade et 

al. [4] investigated the flow in the Invelox turbine and 

concluded that the production power of the Invelox 

system at a free flow wind velocity of 6 m/s is about 5 to 

6 times the production power of traditional turbines of the 

same size. In 2019, Anbarsooz et al. [5] investigated 

Invelox numerically. From four turbulence models k-ω 

SST and k-Ɛ RNG, k-Ɛ Realizable, and k-Ɛ Standard, they 

obtained the velocity in the Innolux venturi. In 2020, 

Venkatramakrishnan et al. [6] conducted a study on low-

velocity wind turbines, which they envisioned as having 

great potential for energy harvesting at low wind 

velocities with a significant potential improvement in 

energy conversion efficiency. In his work, several 

potential areas of research in the field of low-velocity 

wind turbines were also mentioned [6].  

In 2013, Allaei and Anderpoulos [7] modeled Invelox 

and investigated the flow field. They examine the flow 

field when the actual turbine is located. Inside the Invelox 

before the turbine and after the turbine is the outlet, which 

usually creates the exhaust to match the inlet flow and 

provide thrust for the inlet flow. In the calculations that 

were made, the change of the incoming flow and the 

incoming wind blowing in different directions were 

investigated. So, they concluded that it is possible to 

receive the wind, concentrate and accelerate it, and also 

increasing the wind velocity is effective in the output 

power [7]. In 2014, Allai and Anderpoulos [8] found a 

method for the problem of low efficiency in low-velocity 

flows by researching wind turbines and, inspired by the 

wind turbines of Yazd, they designed a structure that 

achieves good results with the airflow and its increase in 

the venturi. The way of designing and building wind 

deflectors in Yazd city is similar to Invelox, which has 

many advantages for the energy production market by 

removing super propellers on top of giant columns. In 

these turbines, which was accompanied by the removal of 

super propellers on top of the giant columns, the wind is 

absorbed, directed, and concentrated by the wind 

deflector, so its velocity increases, and turning the blades 

of the wind turbine with a much shorter length than the 

conventional models produce electricity [8]. In 2015, 

Kumar et al. [9] investigated the effect of using the 

Invelox system and by putting it in a supersonic wind 

tunnel and sending smoke flow to investigate the flow 

lines in the system and the effect of increasing the 

velocity of the inlet airflow on the output power of the 

turbine. So, they concluded to compare the Invelox 

turbine with other modern wind turbines in a similar 

condition and stated that the Invelox turbine has a higher 

efficiency in a similar condition [9]. In 2015, Allaei et al. 

[10] conducted a laboratory investigation of the Inulox 

system and compared the computational fluid dynamics 

data with the output result and obtained a similar result. 

They placed a turbine in the Inulox system and with 

laboratory investigations of the turbine effect and the 

optimal number of turbines in the system They obtained 

the result that 3 turbines in the Invelox system increase 

the efficiency compared to the case where 1  The turbine 

is in Invelox system, it doubles 2.2 times. That is, to 

increase the output power of Invelox, instead of using one 

turbine in the venturi, they have used several turbines 

[10]. In 2015, during 8 days of investigation, Khadka 

[11]  managed to match the Involx turbine with a series of 

traditional turbines, in which case the average production 

power increased almost three times. In 2016, Abadi et al. 

[12] investigated a 5 MW turbine that was equipped with 

Invelox technology and obtained a series of results in 

which the average annual wind velocity is 4.11 m/s in 

Chabahar, Sistan and Baluchistan province, and the 

average annual energy production of 905-gigawatt hours 

and the cost of energy is 2.3 cents per kilowatt hour. In 

2017, Georgescu et al. [13] concluded that the free flow 

velocity is equal to 6.7 m/s with the numerical analysis of 

the flow in the Invelox turbine throat, which increases the 

velocity in the throat up to two times. In 2017, Anbarsooz 

et al. [14] defined a series of basic concepts such as the 

geometry of the Invelox and the dimensions, and while a 

larger amount of air entering the Invelox exited from the 

other side and did not enter the venturi. Numerically, 

geometrical parameters such as the entrance area and the 

radius of the lower part of the cone were investigated at 

different wind velocities. They concluded that the change 

of the radius of the lower part of the cone (Dd) does not 

have a great effect on the operation of the invelox, while 

most of the area of the inlet part has a very good effect. It 

has the function of Invalu  [14]. In 2017, Venters et al. 

[15] conducted a numerical study on which the maximum 

output power optimizer of turbines  They examined the air 

duct, the position and angle of the channel concerning the 

rotor page, and also the coefficient  They optimized the 

thrust for the rotor [15]. In 2017, Asl et al. [16] 

investigated the experimental design of the blade and the 

design of a ducted wind turbine and their effects  They 

examined the design, number and angles of the blades on 

the rotational velocity in a channel and came to the 

conclusion  that increases the wind velocity up to 2.46 

times  [16]. In 2017, Farahpour et al. [17] investigated an 

Invelox turbine in a laboratory, and they came to this 

conclusion They found that at any wind velocity, the free 

flow velocity in the venturi turbine increases and also the  

increase in the free flow velocity will increase the output 

power from 300 to 3600 watts. The most important result 

obtained is the constant output power from the input 
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velocity onwards [17]. In 2018, Dighe et al. [18] 

numerically investigated the effect of the geometry of the 

cross-section of the duct along the length of the rotor. 

They examined three duct samples and concluded that 

generally the separation areas were obtained from suction  

Next to the front edge of the duct, which lowers the 

aerodynamic performance [18].  The upcoming study is 

the numerical investigation of the dimensions of Invelox 

to optimize it and operationalize it for implementation in 

a residential building. 

Recently, Hodgkin et al. [19] studied wind turbine tip-

vortex breakdown dynamics in a conventionally neutral 

atmospheric boundary layer. Taghinezhad et al. [20] 

evaluated and optimized the performance of dual-rotor 

wind turbines installed inside a developed duct. The 

effect of different operating conditions on the extracted 

power was compared between the dual-rotor wind 

turbines (DRWT) and single-rotor wind turbines. 

Zadehbagheri et al. [21] studied a multi-objective optimal 

energy planning strategy for a hub, incorporating 

renewable and non-renewable resources, like PV, tidal 

turbine, micro-turbine, and energy storage by utilizing the 

time of use program. Zhang [22] realized that he could 

install the multi-directional wind energy system on top of 

high-rise buildings in urban areas, demonstrating that 

wind energy is capable of supplying the electricity 

consumption of high-rise buildings with this system. In 

Zhang's investigations, the bottom diameter of the 

multidirectional wind energy system was one meter. 

Zhang [22] has developed these systems with numerical 

and experimental studies. Since some facilities such as 

the air conditioning system on the roof may limit the 

installed space, this multi-directional flow system is 

small. The geometry of the wind energy system is multi-

directional. This wind energy system includes a cover and 

five inlet channels. Five channels can receive the wind 

input from all directions and transmit it to the vertical 

output, so the wind energy system is suitable for wind 

with successive changes in urban areas. 

 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 
Figures 1 and 2 show a view of the three-dimensional 

model and the parametric dimensions of the solution 

field, respectively. This geometry is made up of separate 

parts such as the input of the computational field, the 

output of the computational field, the upper part of the 

field which is the external environment conditions, the 

bottom of the field which is the ground level, and the 

Invelox turbine which is located in the center of the 

computational field. It is also clear that the entrance of the 

solution field from the input boundary condition of the 

exit velocity of the field has the pressure output condition 

for the floor of the field and also the walls of the Invelox 

turbine itself from the boundary condition of the wall.  

 

 
Figure 1. 3D model of Invelox 

 

 

 
Figure 2. The dimensions required to solve the problem 

 
 

Table 1. Geometry dimensions of the investigated invelox 

 Rin(m) Rout(m) H(m) Rt1(m) Rt2(m) 

Case (0) 6 1.5 15 1.5 0.9 

Case (1) 1.5 0.375 3.75 0.375 0.225 

Case (2) 0.5 0.375 3.75 0.375 0.225 

Case (3) 0.5 0.375 2.75 0.375 0.225 

Case (4) 1 0.375 2.75 0.375 0.225 

 
 

And likewise, investigating the behavior of the Invelox 

wind turbine in the validation part, changing the 

installation height and the size of the turbine has been 

used for simulation. In this work, the fluid flow is 

incompressible, stable, and turbulent. Similarly, the air is 

homogeneous and isotropic with constant viscosity. Flow 

equations (continuity and momentum), and turbulence 

transfer equations are numerically solved. The 

dimensions of the investigated Invelox are given                 

in Table 1. 

Navier-Stokes equations include the main fluid field 

equations. Complementing the Navier-Stokes equations 
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are the equation of state, mass conservation equation, and 

fluid properties. And by adding initial and boundary 

conditions to this set of equations, the fluid flow analysis 

can be done completely, and here we don't need to solve 

the energy equation. So, first, we write the equations for 

instantaneous quantities, that is, average quantities plus 

fluctuating quantities. Then we perform time averaging 

on both sides of each equation. Of course, in this regard, 

it should be noted that if equality is established for 

instantaneous equations, this equality will also be 

established for its time average (for a specific range of 

time). Finally, simplify the equations until the time 

average quantities appear. 

It is regarded, the following equations are stated as a 

turbulent compressible flow [13]: 

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖

(𝜌 𝑢𝑖̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) +
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖

(𝜌′ 𝑢𝑖
′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) = 0 (1) 

The momentum conservation equation will be as follows: 

𝜌 [
𝜕�̅�𝑖

𝜕𝑡
+ �̅�𝑗

𝜕�̅�𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗
] = 𝐵�̅� −

𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
[𝜇

𝜕�̅�𝑖

𝜕𝑡
− 𝜌𝑢𝑖

′𝑢𝑗
′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ] (2) 

In the present problem, the standard method for 

pressure mediation is used. According to the nature of the 

flow in the present work, this mediation method will not 

have any problem and can be a suitable choice. For 

velocity and pressure dependence, the PISO algorithm is 

used. Fluid is considered a Newtonian fluid. 
 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The first step in the current modeling is to check the 

quality of the grid used. The type of meshing used in the 

modeling is unorganized meshing. To reach a certain 

number of meshes that do not experience a significant 

change after the results, diagram 3 is presented. 

This graph, which was obtained for the maximum 

coefficient of the velocity value, shows that the results do 

not change significantly from the mesh number of  

 
 

 
Figure 3. Grid independence diagram 

350,000 onwards, and therefore, this mesh number is 

considered to accelerate the convergence for the 

continuation of the modeling work. 

At the beginning of the work, there is a need to 

compare the obtained numerical results with the 

relationships related to mass persistence. By integrating 

the continuity equation, the following relations will 

prevail in the two sections of the inlet and the bottleneck. 

𝑄𝑖𝑛 = 𝑄𝑡2 → 𝑉𝑖𝑛𝐴𝑖𝑛 = 𝑉𝑡2𝐴𝑡2 (3) 

By examining different input velocities, diagram 4 is 

extracted. 

Diagram 4 shows that there is a good match between 

the data obtained in the present modeling of the continuity 

equation. The average error for the entire chart is 

approximately 5.13%, which is an acceptable difference. 

Due to the very large dimensions of case 0 and the 

impossibility of implementing it on a residential building, 

the four cases mentioned in the previous chapter with 

much smaller dimensions have been investigated in this 

article, the results of which are presented below. It is 

necessary to explain that in all the studies conducted in 

this section, the inlet velocity of 1 m/s is considered. 

Figure 5 presents the results for different modes. 
For a better and more accurate comparison of the 

results obtained the geometric dimensions in the four 

studied cases, the velocity diagrams on the axial line 

passing through the venturi throat for all four cases are 

shown in Figure 6. As can be seen, the data related to 

mode 1 has much more values than the other three modes, 

on the other hand, the dimensions of this mode are also 

larger and it may not fit well with the residential building, 

and therefore the desired mode should be selected from 

among the three modes 2, 3 and 4 take place. 

Considering the average velocity in the venturi range 

where the power generation turbine is located, mode 2 can 

be operated in a residential building with a velocity of 

6.54 m/s and a difference of 5% from the other two 

modes. Figure 8 shows the selected final model along 

with its dimensions.  

 
 

 
Figure 4. Validation chart 
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Mode 1: 

  
Velocity Pressure 

  

Mode 2:  

  
Velocity Pressure 

 

 

Mode 3: 

 
 

Velocity Pressure 

 

Mode 4: 

  
Velocity Pressure 

Figure 5. Pressure and velocity contours for the first case of different modes (Modes 1 to 4) 

 
 

 

Investigating the effect of wind direction in Mode 2 

In this section, the effect of the direction of the inlet flow 

to the Invelox on the average velocity of the venturi throat 

(where the turbine is located) in model 2 is investigated. 

In the previous cases, the air entry angle was 90 

degrees, and two angles of 30 and 45 degrees were also 
 

 

 
Figure 6. Velocity on the axial line passing through the venture 

 
 

 
Figure 7. velocity chart comparison for different models on    

line 1 

investigated which shows the velocity diagram in Figure 

9. Based on the obtained results, it is clear that by keeping 

the inlet velocity constant and changing the inlet 

direction, the velocity in the venturi increases 

significantly from 30 to 90 angle. Table 2 shows the 

percentage of changes. 
 
 

 
Rt2(m) Rt1(m) H(m) Rout(m) Rin(m)  
0.225 0.375 3.75 0.375 0.5 Case(2) 

Figure 8. The selected final model 

 
Table 2. Percentage of velocity changes at different angles 

45 degrees to 30 

degrees 

90 degrees to 45 

degrees 

90 degrees to 30 

degrees 

42.34234 41.77215 101.8018 

39.73214 43.76997 100.8929 

40.41404 43.80342 101.9202 

40.31532 44.78331 103.1532 
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Figure 9 shows the average velocity values in the 

venturi for the three angles investigated in mode 2. Based 

on these data, in the design, one should try to make the 

direction of the flow velocity at the inlet closer to the 90-

degree angle, because the velocity values in the venturi 

throat at 90 degrees are more than 100% higher than the 

velocity values at the 30-degree angle with the same 

value. The velocity is at the entrance. 

 

Investigating the effect of dust on turbine 

performance 

In this part of the present study, the effect of dust on the 

performance of wind turbine blades in the venturi throat. 

It should be noted that the presence of dust causes a 

change in the density and viscosity of the fluid, which 

leads to a change in the applied force, and the 

accumulation of dust on the blade can cause an increase 

in the surface roughness of the blade and a decrease in 

turbine performance. In this step, in order to introduce the 

effect of dust in the simulation process, assuming that the 

dust fraction is known for the air of Urmia city, using the 

volume fraction technique, this phenomenon is applied in 

the simulation. To simulate the effect of residual dust on 

the blade surface, the surface roughness is replaced by 

other numbers. Figure 10 shows the modeled turbine 

blade. 

According to Mahmoud [23], the thermos physical 

characteristics of clean air in Urmia are shown in Table 3. 

Simulating the airflow carrying dust and dust due to the 

low rate of volume fraction of solid particles and 

assuming the same velocity of particles and air as well as 

the assumption of homogeneity of the flow, the flow can 

be considered as a single phase and its properties can be 
 

 

Figure 9. Average velocity comparison in venturi for model 2 

for different angles 

 

 

Table 3. Urmia air characteristics 

Quantity Magnitude 

]3Density [kg/m 1.06 

Dynamic viscosity[Pa.s] 5-10×1.6 

changed. By determining the volume fraction of 

suspended particles, the following relationships are 

defined for air density and viscosity: 

𝜌𝑚 = 𝜌𝑑∅𝑑 + (1 − ∅𝑑)𝜌𝑎 (4) 

𝜇𝑚

𝜇𝑎
=

1

(1 − ∅𝑑)2.5 (5) 

where 𝜌𝑑  is the density of solid particles, 𝜌𝑎 is the density 

of fresh air and ∅d is the volume fraction of solid particles. 

The results of the numerical study show that increasing 

the volume fraction of solid particles increases the 

pressure difference on the upper and lower surface of the 

blade. Figure 11 shows the frequency changes of the vane 

movement at different times with the volume percentage 

of different solid particles. 

As shown in Figure 11, the oscillation frequency of 

the blades increases with the increase in rotational 

velocity. In the case of not considering dust particles, this 

value increases by 25%, while considering dust particles 

as 0.1% as an example, it increases up to 300%, and this 

can cause irreparable damage to the Turbine as well as the 

power generation function of the imported system. 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Modeled turbine blade 

 

 

 
Figure 11. Frequency changes in different rotational velocities 

in different volume fractions of solid particles. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
The present numerical work is a three-dimensional and 

reliable investigation of Invelox wind deflectors. In this 

study, the turbulent flow regime is considered, and 

unorganized meshing is used for analysis. The number of 

cells used is considered to be 350,000 based on the study 

of the independence of the network, and the piezo 

algorithm and skewness correction due to the curvature of 

the network have been used. 

In this work, in the first step, in addition to the 

modeling of Invelox with conventional dimensions, four 

different sizes have been studied in the form of four 

modes for use in a residential building. In the second step, 

the effect of the wind-blowing angle was investigated, 

and in the third step, the effect of dust on the Invelox 

turbine was studied. The results are presented in the form 

of contours and graphs, and the following results are a 

summary of the results: 

• Validation investigations were carried out in two 

stages with continuity equation and experimental 

work of Alai and Andreopoulos and the results 

showed 5.13 and 5.66 errors between the available 

data and the obtained numerical data respectively, 

and these values are desirable. 

• The pressure contours show that the pressure 

increases on the sides of the wall and also forms in 

the throat due to the flow being thrown at the sharp 

upper edge of the wake area, which reduces the 

pressure value. 

• The x-component of the velocity shows that the flow 

is not symmetrical, and the reason for this is the 

curved path of the flow, which creates a pressure 

difference between the walls. 

• The velocity increases in the center of the route, 

which is the bottleneck point, and decreases again 

when passing through the bottleneck. The reason for 

this is the reduction of the cross-section in the throat 

and the law of conservation of mass. 

• Considering the average velocity in the venturi range 

where the power generation turbine is located, mode 

2 can be operated in a residential building with a 

velocity of 6.54 m/s and a difference of 5% from the 

other two modes. 

• Based on the data obtained from the analysis of the 

influence of the wind angle, it is concluded that in the 

design, an attempt should be made to make the 

direction of the flow velocity at the inlet closer to the 

angle of 90 degrees, because the velocity values in 

the venturi throat at 90 degrees are more than 100 

The percentage is greater than the velocity values at 

an angle of 30 degrees with the same velocity value 

at the inlet. 

The results show that the oscillation frequency of the 

vanes increases with the increase in rotational velocity. In 

the case of not considering dust particles, this value 

increases by 25%, while considering dust particles as 

0.1% as an example, it increases up to 300%, and this can 

cause irreparable damage to the Turbine as well as the 

power generation function of the imported system. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 

  350000سلول  نیافته با تعدادی   شبکه سازمان  کی آشفته است از    انیجر   ان،یجر  میکند. رژ یم  یساز  ه یشب  دار ی و پا  یرا به صورت سه بعد  کسنولایپژوهش حاضر ا 

پرداخته است.   ی ساختمان مسکون  ک یدر   هاستفاد ی با ابعاد متعارف و چهار اندازه مختلف در قالب چهار حالت برا اینولاکس یسازمدل ی کار به بررس نی است. ا

تن سرعت متوسط  دهد که با در نظر گرفینشان م  جیدارند. نتا   یموجود مطابقت خوب   یلیو تحل  یتجرب   یهادرصد با داده  6کمتر از    یبا خطا  یعدد  یهاداده

  ق یتحق  نیذکر است که در ا   انی را دارد. شا  یدر ساختمان مسکون   یبرداربهره تیقابل  گر،یبا دو حالت د یدرصد  5و اختلاف    هیمتر بر ثان   54/6با سرعت    2حالت  

.  ابدییم  شی سرعت چرخش افزا   شی ها با افزاغهیفرکانس نوسان تدهد که ینشان م  ج یقرار گرفت. نتا  یاب یمورد ارز   ن یاثر گرد و غبار بر عملکرد تورب   ن، یعلاوه بر ا 

درصد،   1/0که با در نظر گرفتن ذرات گرد و غبار با مقدار  یدر حال ابد،ییم شی درصد افزا  25مقدار  نیها، ا رهپ یدر صورت در نظر نگرفتن ذرات گرد و غبار رو

 به همراه داشته باشد.  ستمیبرق س د یتولعملکرد  نیو همچن ن یبه تورب   یریجبران ناپذ  ی هابیتواند آس یم نی و ا ابدی یم شی درصد افزا 300تا 
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